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Improved Laboratory Gradiometer Can Be A Field Survey Instrument 
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Two equal 10 gram balance weights are suspended 
from - the gradiometer element. The two weights hang 
nearly in the same vertical line with one weight a known 
distance below the other. The vertical gravity gradient 
creates a differential force between the two weights 
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(Optional) which causes the balance arm to tilt through a deflec-
	
Aluminum	 tion angle. This deflection angle is proportional to the 
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Damping Vane	 gravity gradient, and once calibrated is a measure of the (Optional) gradient. Direct optical scales or capacitor-transducer 
sensors measure the deflection angle. Varying a small
	
Beam Suspensions	 weight on the center hook adjusts the sensitivity. 
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f or-	 terest in minerological surveying applications. 
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Improvements made to a quartz gradiometer to 
minimize or eliminate disturbing effects from known 
error sources permit a sensitivity of ±1 x 10 -9 ec-2  or 
better and a measuring accuracy of ±5 x 10 sec-2. 
This performance is considered adequate for appli-
cation of the gradiometer as a field survey instrument. 
The sensing element of the gradiometer is a sensi-
tive fused quartz balance. The illustration shows the 
basic configuration of the element.
No patent action is contemplated by NASA. 
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